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Abstract

Chloride ingress is one of the major causes of reinforced concrete (RC) deterioration. Free chloride induces the corrosion of rebars, reducing the material strength, and therefore, the structural behavior. This paper highlights the importance of chloride content measuring, and also summarizes the state of the art of non-destructive and \textit{in situ} techniques for measuring chloride content into concrete structures. These techniques have been developed over the past twenty years, and they have been shown as good alternatives in durability field. They are based on three methods: electrical resistivity (ER), ion selective electrode (ISE) and optical fiber sensors (OFS).
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1. Introduction

Chloride ingress is one of the major causes of reinforced concrete (RC) deterioration affecting structural serviceability and safety \cite{1,2}. Chloride-induced corrosion begins when the concentration of chloride at the steel bars reaches a threshold value that destroys a thin passive layer of corrosion products (caused by the high alkalinity of concrete at the end of construction), which protects steel bars against corrosion. After corrosion initiation, there is a premature deterioration caused by various mechanisms: loss of reinforcement section, loss of steel-concrete bond, concrete cracking
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and delamination. After steel corrosion starts, the RC physical and mechanical properties decay at rate that depends on the environmental conditions. This deterioration process generates larger repair and maintenance costs with severe impact on the durability and life-cycle performance.

In 1991, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) found that about 39% of highway structures present defects due to reinforcement corrosion. This means that about 134,000 structures are labeled as damaged and require urgent repairs [3]. In 2002 the FHWA and the National Association of Corrosion Engineers International (NACE) stated that approximately 15% of the total bridges in the USA were structurally deficient due to rebar corrosion. They estimated that the replacement and maintenance of these structures cost about USD$8.3 billion [4]. More recently, the ASCE 2009 Report card for America’s Infrastructure showed that USD$2.2 trillion are necessary to be invested over 5 years to bring the American structures up to appropriate conditions [5]. In Europe, much of the transport infrastructure in the Atlantic Area is over 50 years old and many structures are in severely deteriorated conditions due to the high aggressiveness of marine environments [6]. For instance, in Denmark the damage costs, due to maintenance programs and traffic delay, vary between 15% and 40% of construction costs [7].

The measurement of chloride content at the concrete cover could be used to estimate the risk of corrosion initiation, and therefore, to optimize repair and maintenance costs. There are many lab techniques and field measurements for measuring chloride content in RC. The most popular techniques are potentiometric and Volhard methods. They measure free and total chlorides in concrete cores extracted from in service structures. However, these techniques are mostly semi-destructive, time-consuming and costly. Furthermore, their destructive nature lead to additional indirect costs such as traffic delay, traffic management, road closures and lost productivity, which increase costs further [8].

Currently, several research groups are working on developing non-destructive techniques (NDT) to survey or measure chloride ingress in concrete. NDT imply methods that do not change the environment and the futures usefulness of the material where the measurement is taken, for example techniques that works with external or embedded equipments [9] [10]. The most studied and developed general methods could be classified in: (i) ion selective electrodes (ISE) [11] [12] [10] [13] [14] [15], (ii) electrical resistivity (ER) [16] [17] [18] [7] [19] [8], and (iii) optical fiber sensor (OFS) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24]. Other methods such as grounding penetrating radars (GPR), capacitive methods, or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) have been used for corrosion
assessment \[13, 25, 26, 27\], for detection of chlorides \[28\], or for chloride diffusion coefficient estimation \[29, 30, 31\] in laboratory concrete specimens; however, until now, there is not NDTs for chloride concentration based on electric capacitance or electrochemical impedance.

ISE, ER and OFS have shown some advantages: ISE shows a good chemical stability in aggressive environments, ER is sensitive to chloride presence, and OFS shows better sensitivity to chlorides than the others. However, there are some problems that have not been solved yet. For instance, most of these methods are very sensitive to changes in the conditions inside the concrete structure (e.g., changes in temperature, relative humidity, pH), and some of them require a careful calibration process. The results derived from these techniques could provide information to improve the understanding and modeling of chloride ingress mechanisms under real exposure conditions. Since non destructive measurements could be taken at several points and times, the results are useful for uncertainties and spatial variability quantification. This will allow developing probabilistic determination models for determining and predicting structural lifetime and repair/maintenance scheduler \[32, 33, 34, 35\].

The objective of this paper is to present a critical review of the advantages and disadvantages of the main and latest in situ non-destructive methods to determine and to assess chloride concentration in RC structures. Moreover, the paper presents an overview of the general critical aspects that influence corrosion risk deepening in chloride ingress and their physical and chemical impact on structures.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a summary about corrosion in RC structures; this part takes into account the main causes of the corrosion processes. Section 3 points out the importance of chloride presence in RC durability, the critical chloride content for corrosion initiation and the importance of assessing chloride concentration. Section 4 briefly describes laboratory and field techniques for measuring chloride content. Section 5 explains the physical and chemical principles of non-destructive methods for assessing chloride concentration in concrete structures. Based on the literature review of non-destructive methods/techniques, Section 6 makes a critical comparison between those techniques focus on invasiveness, precision, robustness and fabrication. After, Section 7 remarks the main challenges for the future in non-destructive measuring of chloride concentration. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions of this study.
2. Critical issues in corrosion initiation

Corrosion is a natural degradation process of metals, which leads to steel mass loss and dimensional changes \[36\]. Steel corrosion on steel and RC structures may affect significantly their lifetime. This section presents an overview of corrosion in RC structures including the influencing factors as well as its effects on the durability.

2.1. Description of corrosion process

At the end of construction, the reinforcement in RC structures is physically protected from corrosion by the barrier imposed by the concrete cover and by a protective passive layer of insoluble corrosion products around rebars. Under normal conditions, the protection provided by the concrete inhibits corrosion initiation because: (1) the pH of concrete is very high (pH up to 13) and (2) its electrical conductivity is low. Nevertheless, during the structural lifetime external actions such as the penetration of aggressive species (\(Cl^-\), \((SO_4)^{2-}\), \(CO_2\), \(H_2O\), \(O_2\)) favor electrochemical corrosion. Corrosion could be divided into primary and secondary electrochemical processes. In the primary electrochemical processes, iron from rebar dissolves in the pore water:

\[
2Fe \rightarrow 2Fe^{2+} + 4e^- \rightarrow 2Fe^{3+} + 6e^- \quad \text{Anodic reaction} \quad (1)
\]

To preserve the electrical neutrality, the electrons released must be used, and a second chemical reaction takes place in elsewhere on the steel surface:

\[
4H^+ + 4e^- \rightarrow H_2 \quad \text{Cathodic reaction} \quad (2)
\]

The corrosion products are generated during the secondary electrochemical processes. Various corrosion products can be produced depending mainly on the pH of the solution, oxygen supply and moisture content. These reactions consume the \(Fe^{2+}\) produced in the primary processes, and
take hydrogen and oxygen from pore water to form pits in the material:

\[
2Fe^{2+} + 4H_2O \rightarrow 2Fe(OH)_2 + 4H^+ \quad (3)
\]
\[
4Fe(OH)_2 + O_2 + 2H_2O \rightarrow 4Fe(OH)_3 \quad (4)
\]
\[
2Fe(OH)_3 \rightarrow Fe_2O_3 \cdot H_2O + 2H_2O \quad (5)
\]

Note that equations 1-5 apply to any general corrosion process (Figure 1) out of which chloride induced corrosion is a particular case where chloride ions, come from the environment, reach the rebar and reduce the pH breaking the passive shield of the rebar and allowing corrosion processes.

It is important to stress that corrosion products (oxides - Fe$_2$O$_3$- and hydroxides -Fe(OH)$_3$-) are 4 to 7 times more voluminous than steel, which is the main cause for local stress increase and crack initiation and propagation within the RC structures [37, 38, 39, 40, 41].

2.2. Main factors that influence corrosion of RC structures

The main factors that determine the performance of RC structures when exposed to corrosive environments are (see Figure 2):

1. design and construction practices, and
2. environmental factors.

2.2.1. Design and construction practices

It is well known [33, 34] that design and construction choices and practices significantly influence the durability of RC structures in agressive environments (e.g., chloride/sulphate-contaminated). The selection of appropriate values for w/c ratio, nominal concrete cover thickness, and concrete strength during the design combined with efficient construction practices (proper curing, casting, etc.) are paramount for the durability of RC structures (Figure 2). For instance, for a cover
thickness of 30mm a w/c ratio of 0.4 and 3 days curing is more efficient for reducing chloride ingress than those with the same thickness, w/c ratio of 0.5 and 1 day curing [42].

Concerning design parameters, larger cover increases the time required for steel bar corrosion initiation. Higher concrete strength, smaller w/c ratio, and the addition of some admixtures reduce the chloride ingress, moisture and oxygen diffusion rates into concrete. Low contents of cement allow the formation of honeycombs and surface defects which increase the penetration of aggressive agents, e.g., Cl\(^-\), H\(_2\)O, O\(_2\), and CO\(_2\) [43]. Several studies have shown that the addition of some admixtures such as fly ash, silica fume, slag and metakaolin improve the RC durability in marine environments [5, 44]. These admixtures improve the distribution of pore size, increase chloride binding, and decrease chloride permeability. Finally, the size of aggregates determines the permeability of concrete; i.e., larger aggregate sizes increase concrete permeability by accelerating the rate of penetration of aggressive agents [43].

Construction practices define important concrete properties (porosity, permeability, etc.) that determine the system durability (Figure 2). For example, inappropriate curing techniques increase porosity, which defines the physical characteristics of the concrete matrix against chloride penetration [42, 45]. Furthermore, the surface condition of reinforcing steel significantly affects its behavior against corrosion initiation [46, 47, 48]. In this regard, some studies [49] have recognized that rough steel surfaces have more active points than smooth surfaces, and in these points corrosion processes can be accelerated. Corrosion processes are also faster in rebars with mill-scale surface treatment than in those with polished treatment [50, 48]. Also, it has been found that the presence of stirrups increases macrocell corrosion of steel [46]. Finally, the existence of gaps in the concrete-steel interface due to casting direction accelerates the corrosion process [50, 48].

On the whole, the design of durable RC structures could be improved by looking for consistency with the exposure conditions (w/c ratio, cement content, use of admixture, nominal cover thickness, etc.). From a construction practice perspective, chloride ingress and corrosion damage can be reduced by taking actions such as: aggregate washing, control of chlorides in water, proper curing, etc. Finally, other factors such as the quality of the execution and the complexity of the structural member also defines the effective concrete cover thickness by increasing or decreasing the length of corrosion initiation stage.
2.2.2. Environmental conditions

The RC behavior against corrosion propagation depends also on the exposure conditions. Chloride ingress depends on the surface chloride concentration and on other environmental factors such as temperature and relative humidity [51]. Larger temperature and optimal relative humidity accelerate chloride ingress and corrosion propagation processes. These processes are also highly influenced by the presence of water (e.g. sea water, rain or wetting and drying cycles), that increases chloride ingress [52] or corrosion rates. Therefore, deterioration processes will have different kinematics depending upon the macro-environments (environmental conditions for a given place) and/or micro-environments (submerged, tidal, splash or atmospheric conditions in marine environments) [53].

Another important environmental factor is the presence of acidic gaseous pollutants such as: carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides [54, 55, 1]. These acidic compounds are produced by industrial processes or by urban activity, and can be transferred to the concrete matrix by either dry or wet deposition. Their ingress from the surface of concrete depends mainly on the porosity of the concrete matrix. It has been observed that the presence of sulphate can improve the resistance of concrete matrix to chloride ingress at an early exposure age but can increase chloride penetration at a later exposure. In addition, once the sulphates pollutants have reached the reinforcement, and in water presence, there is a pH reduction that accelerate corrosion processes [56]. However, more studies are necessary in this field in order to understand the role of
3. Corrosion due to chloride ingress

Currently, the most significant and studied factor that induce corrosion of rebars is chloride presence. As we discuss above, behavior of chloride ions inside concrete are related to construction practices, environmental factors, and properties of the system. In this section we will address corrosion when cause specifically by the presence of chloride ions.

3.1. Physical and chemical effects of chloride ingress on RC structures

Chloride ions can be found in concrete in three forms: free, physically bound, and chemically bound. Free chlorides are mainly related to corrosion initiation. Physically bound or adsorbed chlorides, which are physically bounded by Van der Waals forces in the pores of C-S-H gel, change the fibrous concrete structure decreasing the matrix porosity. Chemically bounded chlorides react with tricalcium aluminate to form Friedel’s salts reducing the porosity and chloride diffusion rate in the structure.

Chemical reactions that form Friedel’s salts contribute more than physical interaction with C-S-H to chloride binding capacity of concrete. Nevertheless, bound chlorides could be released by small changes in the environment (pH, temperature, or carbonation) increasing corrosion initiation risks. Chloride ingress might have also important physical effects on RC structures. For example, cracks appear as a result of salts crystallization inside the matrix, increasing the pore pressure. Additionally, because the saline solution penetrates and rises for capillarity, the attack is more intense when the RC is submerged in sea water or exposed to wet environments.

3.2. Critical chloride content

Critical chloride content or chloride threshold is defined as the minimum quantity of total or free chlorides required to initiate rebar corrosion under optimal moisture, temperature, and oxygen. However, the determination of this critical chloride content is still nowadays a challenge. There are two definitions for the chloride threshold value:

(i) Definition 1: chloride threshold is related to the total or free chloride content required for depassivation of the steel (corrosion initiation). In this case, the critical chloride content will only depend on the chloride penetration process.
(ii) Definition 2: chloride threshold is associated to acceptable deterioration of the structure (e.g.,
concrete cracking initiation). In this case, the chloride threshold will be also influenced by the
corrosion propagation process.

Regarding the difficulty of distinguishing between free and bound chlorides, some researchers
consider that this threshold value must be related the total chloride content [73, 74]. Authors,
who consider that bound chlorides do not present any risk for corrosion initiation, have established
that it can be determined as the ratio between free chlorides and weight of concrete [48]. Other
authors suggest that the best measure can be the critical chloride content capacity related to acid
neutralization that represents the resistance to a fall in pH of the concrete [75, 76, 77].

Chloride threshold for corrosion initiation can be interpreted as the probability of corrosion
related to free or total chloride content, or related to the ratio of chloride content/hydroxide concentra-
tion at the cover depth. Haussmann [78] studied the relationship between probability of
corrosion and $Cl^-/OH^-$ ratio and suggested a critical ratio of 0.6. This is, as suggested by the
authors, only a lower bound; however, this value is not a clear threshold. Another measure is the
ratio between the total chloride content to the cement content; for this measure, several thresholds
have been found in the literature: 1.2%, 3%, and 6% [37] and 0.316% [79]. Other indicators include:
the ratio between total $Cl^-$ content by weight of cement, which suggest values of 1.24 – 3.08%; if
free $Cl^-$ concentration are used, the ratio values found range from 0.39–1.16%. A final measure
proposed is the $Cl^-/OH^-\text{}$ ratio for which typical values range between 1.17–3.98 [80].

Recently, Alonso and Sanchez [34] wrote an overview of the variability of chloride threshold
values found by different authors. They concluded that the method used to determine depassivation
also influences the measurement of chloride threshold. A certain decay of corrosion potential $E_{corr}$
or an increase of corrosion rate $i_{corr}$ can be used as indicators of corrosion initiation. Alonso and
Sanchez [34] classified testing methods for chloride threshold determination into two categories:

1. Accelerated methods: these methods are carried out in laboratory and take into account any
external action that could affect the electrochemical conditions of the surface of the reinforce-
ment from its natural state accelerating chloride penetration and/or corrosion initiation.
2. Natural methods: this category considers on-site tests or tests under natural exposure con-
ditions. Therefore, the electrochemical changes occurring at the surface of the reinforcement
during depassivation are not affected by any electrical action.
Alonso and Sanchez [34] also reported that chloride thresholds can be affected by material parameters (cement composition, admixtures presence, etc.), environmental exposure (relative humidity, temperature, etc.) and concrete cracking. Therefore, they calculated different chloride threshold values depending on material and environmental characteristics. Table 1 presents in field results from exposure to natural chloride ingress. The column All measurements gathers measurements for all conditions (crack-uncracked, immersed-non-immersed); Crack + Air represents those measurements taken from cracked samples (crack size > 0.4mm) in splash and tidal zones; and Crack + Immersion are measurements that were taken from cracked samples (crack size > 0.4mm) immersed in seawater. It is clearly observed that the mean chloride threshold is lower for splash and tidal zones than immersed exposure. When all the measurements are gathered, the chloride threshold varies between the values for in air or immersed conditions with a very large coefficient of variation. If lifetime assessment or repair schedule are based on this information, corrosion initiation risks could be under or over estimated. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the exposure conditions are paramount for the determination of a comprehensive chloride threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All measurements</th>
<th>Crack + Air</th>
<th>Crack + Immersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. dev. (CV)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.95)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Chloride threshold values at different exposure conditions (%wt. of cement)[34]

3.3. Needs for chloride content measuring

Preventive maintenance or RC structures subjected to chloride ingress could focus on diminishing corrosion initiation risks [32]. Therefore, measuring the evolution in time of chloride content would be useful for predicting, assessing, maintaining, and controlling lifetime, reliability, health and durability of RC structures. This information could be used among others to improve the understanding and modeling of the chloride ingress process, to determine a reliable chloride threshold for corrosion initiation, to characterize the uncertainties involved in the deterioration process, and to update deterioration models. Consequently, there is an agreement about the fact that an accurate and reliable technique for measuring chloride content into concrete structures is a mayor challenge that should be addressed urgently.
4. Overview of measurement techniques for chloride ingress

Figure 3 shows the most common chloride content measurement techniques, which can be broadly classified as field and laboratory techniques. The most common are field destructive tests. These techniques take samples from in-service structures and determine chloride profiles by using chemical or physical lab techniques. Destructive techniques are mostly used for short term decision-making (e.g., repair and maintenance) but they can be used also for model updating [81, 32]. However, some studies reported that there are significant differences between theoretical and measured chloride content profiles [82, 32]. Errors in measurement can lead, for a given inspection, to under- or over-estimations of the measured parameter that could conduct to wrong maintenance decisions.

An important group of lab techniques focus on characterizing the concrete before it is used in field. These techniques determine chloride diffusion coefficient that is used to predict the diffusion processes, and is useful for decision-making in the long run with more accurate information on the initial material. For this task, some researchers use Fick’s law [83] or Nernst-Planck relation [84, 85]. However, others also use binding isotherms [62], moisture transport [33], and temperature variation [86]. Table 2 gives conditions and parameters measured for each method, emphasizing the time-window necessary for the decision-making. Although there are at least eleven methods available (Figure 3), only few of them are described by a normalized protocol. This fact clearly shows that chloride measuring assessment is still under development, and further studies are required.

Table 2 shows the objectives of each technique; in summary:

- Three of them aim to directly determine chloride concentration (Quantitative X-Ray diffraction analysis and Potentiometric evaluation for free chlorides and Volhard method for total chloride content).

- RCPT relates charge passed through a concrete slab to chloride penetrability in order to define the permeability of the material.

- Non steady state diffusion test and electrical migration test use diffusion models and complementary chemical techniques for characterizing the material.

- Impedance and ponding test accelerate diffusion processes for determining diffusion coefficient and chloride ingress profile.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>General conditions</th>
<th>Measured parameters</th>
<th>Complementary techniques</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Chloride Permeability Test, RCPT</td>
<td>Time = 6hours 3% NaCl+0,3% NaOH Power supply(DC)=60V</td>
<td>Charged passed. Chloride penetrability</td>
<td></td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non steady state diffusion test</td>
<td>Specimen cured for 28days. 2,8M NaCl for 35days. 0,5mm slice</td>
<td>Fick’s second law. Diffusion coefficient</td>
<td>Volhard method</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Migration Test</td>
<td>Power supply (DC)=10-15V</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient. Ernst-Planck equation</td>
<td>Volhard method</td>
<td>[88, 89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance</td>
<td>Specimens cured for 24h at 95%RH. Electrode KAg(CN)₂. NaOH + NaCl. 0,1Hz-11,31Hz. Power supply (AC)= 10mV</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td>[29, 30, 31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponding Test</td>
<td>Cured for 14days. 50%RH 28days. 3%NaCl for 90days. 12,7mm slice</td>
<td>One-dimensional chloride ingress profile</td>
<td>Potentiometric evaluation</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>General conditions</th>
<th>Measured parameters</th>
<th>Complementary techniques</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volhard method</td>
<td>Dryed and powdered sample. Titration NH₄SCN</td>
<td>Total chloride content</td>
<td></td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometric evaluation</td>
<td>Wet and powdered sample. Titration NaNO₃</td>
<td>Free chloride</td>
<td></td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Common techniques for measuring chloride content in concrete structures
Summarizing, the chloride threshold determination method is still an open subject with a significant impact on defining maintenance policies.

5. Non-destructive techniques (NDT)

Over the past twenty years some NDTs: external techniques and embedded sensors have been developed for measuring chloride content in RC structures. The next subsections describe the main characteristics and discuss the advantages and drawbacks of the following methods:

1. Ion selective electrode (ISE)
2. Electrical resistivity (ER)
3. Optical fiber sensors (OFS)

There are specific NDT devices developed by different research groups for each method. For ISE and OFS all developed devices work in the same way while for ER techniques, the geometry, and experimental parameters are different.

5.1. Ion selective electrode

Ion Selective Electrode (ISE), also called potentiometric sensor, has been a useful technique in laboratory tests because it can determine free chloride, avoiding destructive and chemical tests
Figure 4: Techniques scheme based on ISE method (a) Normal RE and (b) RE with Luggin capillary.

(pulverization and titration) [93]. In field, this device is based on embedded sensors that could be used to determine free chloride concentration near the rebar without changing the environment surrounding [94]. ISE assesses the changes in potential difference that are related to the chemical activity and concentration of chloride ions, using Nernst equation:

\[ E = E^0 + \frac{RT}{nF} \ln(a_{Cl^-}) - E_{ref} \]  

where \( E \) is the measured voltage [V], \( E^0 \) is the standard electrode potential (generally Ag/AgCl), \( R \) is the gas constant \([J \cdot mol^{-1} \cdot K^{-1}]\), \( T \) is the absolute temperature [K], \( n \) the number of electrons, \( F \) is the Faraday constant \([C \cdot mol^{-1}]\), \( a_{Cl^-} \) is the chemical activity of chloride ions \([mol \cdot dm^{-3}]\), and \( E_{ref} \) is the standard potential of the reference electrode [V].

To measure the electrical potential difference, it is necessary to complement the ISE with a reference electrode (RE) that is normally a calomel electrode [11, 10] (Figure 4). There are two geometrical arrays of RE, the first one (Figure 4a) is an electrode situated several centimeters from the ISE, and the second one is a Luggin capillary (e.g., geometric shape of RE in Figure 4b). The first geometric array can produce errors since the resistivity changes within the concrete matrix and may produce changes in the measurement [11]. On the other hand, Luggin capillary avoids this phenomenon due to its proximity to the ISE.

ISE has some advantages taking into account chemical and practical factors. For instance, it shows chemical stability in aggressive environments, its fabrication is easy through electrochemical processes, it can be adapted to other sensors for measuring other parameters (e.g. temperature, ions presence), and it has a known behavior due to its wide use in electrochemistry [12, 92]. Nevertheless,
there are factors that induce measurement errors and must be considered: temperature, alkalinity, electrical field presence and RE durability and prior calibration. Atkins et al. [12] stated that temperature can lead to measurement shifts. Vera et al. [15] demonstrated that high alkalinity of the pore solution can produce an interference in potentiometric response of an IES, especially at low chloride concentrations. Electrical field presence caused by corrosion processes, cathodic protection, chloride extraction, and other sensors produces shifts in potential difference measurements. Finally, as RE is necessary, it must show long term stability, but according to Elsener et al.[10] it is not possible under their experimental conditions. Besides, sometimes a prior calibration of reference electrodes is necessary. This calibration can change once the electrode is in the concrete because its alkalinity may affect the potential values [7, 13].

Currently, Duffó et al. [13, 14] made embedded electrodes that assess rebars’ corrosion processes, temperature inside concrete, oxygen availability, and chloride content; this last one is measured with an Ag/AgCl electrode. As they reported, these kind of sensors could be an inexpensive, accurate and promising technique for concrete durability assessment.

5.2. Electrical resistivity

Electrical resistivity (ER) has been related to RC corrosion [95, 96, 97], to the moisture and heat transfer in concrete [98, 99, 100] and, lately, to the presence of chloride ions [16, 18, 19, 101, 8]. This technique is related to chloride ingress because chloride presence can increase electrical current and reduce the resistivity of concrete [16, 18]. Consequently, ER could be used to estimate chloride profiles by determining chloride diffusion coefficients. This method applies a voltage, measures the current flow and then computes electrical resistance that is proportional to electrical resistivity through Ohm’s law:

\[ V = IR, \]
\[ R = \frac{A}{l} \rho \]  

(7)

where \( V \) is the potential difference [V], \( I \) the electrical current [A], \( R \) the electrical resistance [Ω], \( A \) the surface through the current passes [m²], \( l \) the length [m], and \( \rho \) the electrical resistivity [Ω·m]. The electrical resistivity is a unique characteristic and inherent for each material, and it depends on experimental conditions.
In 1999 Gowers and Millard [96] made several recommendations about resistivity measurement technique for corrosion assessment using a Wenner array (Figure 5a); they were not intended for chloride measurement. Some of them were related to geometrical position, number of contact electrodes, space between them and distance from the rebar, to avoid measurement errors caused by surface contact area and electrical conductivity of the reinforcement. Other recommendations were made according to weather (temperature, relative humidity, and rainfall) and concrete composition (aggregates' size) that evidenced measurement disturbances. Also, they pointed out the importance of carbonation and chloride presences that increases or decreases resistivity, respectively. Consequently, carbonated surface or concrete with chlorides can produce wrong measurements. Finally, they did not recommend direct current (DC) because it produces errors in electrical potential measurements by electrode polarization.

Two years later, in 2001 Polder [16] studied another geometric array called disc technique (Figure 5b). According to Polder, even when the resistance can be converted to resistivity using a cell constant measured (depending on the cover depth and the rebar diameter), a precise calculation of the cell constant is not possible because the current flow cannot be predicted. In addition, the necessity to connect the rebar to the measurement system implies an invasive method of assessment. To calibrate the technique, Polder [16] and, some years later, McCarter and Vennesland [7] highlighted the necessity of a prior calibration and standardization of a reference material that must be the same studied material.

According to McCarter and Vennesland [7], resistivity not only depends on the geometry but also on the capillary connectivity, level of pore saturation, and concentration and mobility of ions in the pore solution. For those reasons, the assessment of the moisture content of concrete is very important to improve the effectiveness of the technique. Polder [16] suggested that the surface should be wetted by using wet sponges or wooden plugs to improve the electrical contact. Currently, Basheer et al. [18] and McPolin et al. [19] use another kind of device that has electrodes embedded into the concrete (Figure 5c), and each one has a part that is exposed to the concrete’s environment. The measurement involves the same physical principle of Wenner or disc arrays (Equation 7), but in this case, the resistance is measured between pairs of electrodes. According to Basheer et al. [18], the measurements can be affected by alternative cementitious materials (ACM) presence that can change resistivity because of continued hydration. However, their results (apparent diffusion coefficient) are in agreement with those obtained by ponding test.
ER methods are mainly used to determine the diffusion coefficient of concrete. For instance, McCarter et al. [101, 8] showed that Nernst-Einstein’s equation relates the diffusion coefficient of a porous material ($D_{eff}$), diffusion coefficient of chloride ions in the free electrolyte ($D_0$), porosity ($\phi$), tortuosity ($\tau$), bulk electrical resistivity ($\rho$), and resistivity of the interstitial pore fluid ($\rho_0$):

$$\frac{D_{eff}}{D_0} = \frac{\phi}{\tau} = \frac{\rho_0}{\rho}$$

(8)

Lately, Loubser du Plooy [102] has proposed the multi-electrode resistivity (Figure 5d). This device is composed by two probes, one embedded and the other one mobile. The multi-electrode resistivity works as the Wener array technique does, and also needs moisture for improving the measurements. According to her results, this technique can be used for exploring the dependency of resistivity and chloride diffusivity on cement type and degree of hydration.

Figure 5: Techniques scheme based on ER method (a) Wenner array, (b) Disc, (c) Embedded electrodes, (d) Multi-electrode resistivity probes.
On the whole, after a comprehensive calibration, ER methods could be used to determine chloride diffusion coefficients. Nevertheless, they are very sensitive to the moisture content. For most of ER techniques the surface must be wet because the conductivity is zero for dry concrete. In addition, to ensure repeatability and accuracy, calibration relationships should be determined for different moisture levels. Measurements also depend on the geometry and the reinforcing configuration. Indeed, rebar presence and corners can modify measurements because these conditions modify the electrical field. There is not enough information about the durability of these devices in field. Consequently, more studies about durability of the devices based on ER are necessary.

5.3. Optical fiber sensors

In the past ten years some researchers have developed optical fiber sensors (OFS) for free chloride content assessment. This method involves detecting the refractive index shift due to the chloride presence that changes the light behavior that increases for larger chloride content [24, 23]. To make the measurement, the incident light can be ultraviolet [24] or laser [23]. The output light is studied by an optical spectrum analyzer (Figure 6) that gives the transmission spectra used to estimate the refractive index by [23]:

\[
\lambda_m = [n_{core}^{01}(n_1, n_2, \lambda_m) - n_{clad}^{0m}(n_2, n_s, \lambda_m)] \Lambda \tag{9}
\]

![Optical spectrum analyzer](image)

**Figure 6:** Optical fiber sensors scheme
where $\lambda_m$ is the central wavelength that depends on the effective refractive index of the fundamental core mode $n_{\text{core}}^{01}(n_1, n_2, \lambda_m)$ and the effective refractive index of the $m^{th}$ cladding mode $n_{\text{clad}}^m(n_2, n_s, \lambda_m)$, where $n_1, n_2, n_s$ are the refractive indices of the core, the cladding, and the surrounding medium respectively, and $\Lambda$ is the grating period. When a change in the chloride concentration exists, refractive index changes in the surrounding medium, the cladding effective refractive index changes and, therefore a definite shift in the central wavelength, $\lambda_m$ (Figure 6) [24, 23].

According to Lam et al. [24] and Tang et al. [23], the sensitivity of OFS can be improved using gold nanoparticles (gold colloids) that are deposited on the active grating surface of the OFS. For example, Tang et al. [23] found that lower limit of detection with and without gold colloids are 0.02wt% (wt -weight solute x 100/weight solution) and 0.04wt%, respectively. Similarly, Lam et al. [24] stated that the mean diameter of the gold particles affects the sensitivity. Particles of 16nm provide a more sensitive device than 3nm and 8nm sizes.

OFS presents several advantages over other methods: it is energy saving, very sensitive to small chloride concentrations, and measures are not affected by electromagnetic fields [24, 103]. In addition, because of its geometry (long and thin) and its interaction capacity with the surrounding, the distribution of sensors is more convenient for large structural applications. This means, that since each segment of the fiber can act as a sensor, little perturbations anywhere in the structure can be detected [21].

However, OFS have some drawbacks that are important for a reliable and accurate measurement. For instance, optical fiber needs adequate protection to prevent its break during casting or service life. This protection must allow light transmission without obstructing or bending the optical fiber because the data can be missed [21]. Furthermore, OFS needs additional protection to isolate the fiber from corrosive environment and high temperatures [21] taking into account that temperature changes can affect the measurement, as Shu et al. [104] and Tang et al. have evidenced [23]. In their results, temperature variation ($0 - 120 \, ^\circ C$) can vary the shift in peak wavelength from 1 to 7nm. Finally, until now, tests in concrete samples have not been reported.
5.4. Other promissory techniques

There are other methods that are being studied for measuring chloride content in concrete structures; however, until now these studies are still developing, and although their results show direct influence of chloride content on acquired signals, they have not been enough for measuring chloride concentration in a precise and reliable way. Among these techniques Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and Grounding Penetrating Radar (GPR) are the most representative.

EIS is one of the most used electrochemical techniques [49]. It similarly works to ISE; however, EIS need three electrodes (Figure 7), while ISE just uses two of them (Figure 4). This technique works with a reference electrode (RE), a work electrode (WE), and an auxiliary electrode (AE). And it is based on measuring of impedance (real and imaginary) and phase angle while a constant voltage, and alternating current are applied; the analysis is done by equivalent circuits' modelling that resemble the response of the experiment, and give some parameters that can be related to physical phenomena that are occurring on the sample.

This technique is non destructive and, in civil engineering field, it has bee used for determining corrosion type of rebar in-situ [13, 14], electrical impedance of the material (i.e. electrical resistance and capacitance) [14, 45, 105], behavior of the interfaces (e.g. concrete-reinforcement) [45, 106], microstructure changes due to degradation processes [45, 106, 107], and in chloride diffusion coefficient estimation in mortars samples in laboratory [29, 30, 31], as it is shown in Table 2.

At late 90s several studies start to use EIS as sensor and biosensor for determining -in a non
destructive way—corrosion, degradation processes, and inorganic ions in polymeric materials [27]. In concrete structures, in 2008 and 2009 Vedalakshmi et al. [108, 109] estimated the diffusion coefficient of free chloride using EIS by analysing capacitive behavior of the system. Though they proposed it as a non-destructive and in-situ method for measuring chloride into concrete, other works in this field have not been found.

On the other hand, GPR is a widely used geophysical technique. In civil engineering GPR has been used for determining element thickness and locating metallic rebars, ducts, voids, honeycombs, delamination, cracking, and interfaces (e.g. asphalt-concrete) [25, 110, 111]. This technique compares an incident electromagnetic wave to the reflected wave after its interaction with concrete and reinforcement (Figure 8). Incident wave is measured by detecting the direct wave, this wave interacts just with the concrete not with rebar, and reaches the receiving antenna, travelling smaller distance than reflected waves.

GPR shows highly dependence on geometric position, water presence, and chloride content. Geometric position influences the reflective wave since when corners or geometrical changes are present they behave as an interface between two different media, this phenomenon is known as border effects [112]. Water presence and chloride content affect wave signal in opposite ways, taking into account that reflection phenomena depends on wave velocity, and this depends on conductivity and capacitance. According to Soutsos et al. [25] humidity causes the reduction of relative permittivity and conductivity while chloride presence does not affect permittivity but increases conductivity of the material. However, Robert [113] determined that chloride ions do affect relative permittivity at low frequencies (less than 1GHZ). In addition, GPR repeatability depends on rebar depth (that cannot be controlled on site), and Sbartaï et al. [110] recommended
to make the measure as far as possible from rebar.

Several works on GPR technique for measuring chloride content [25, 110, 112, 113, 114] agree on qualitative nature of the technique and the necessity of a mathematical model to numerically relate chloride concentration to GPR measurements. In 2009, Sbartaï et al. [115] proposed an artificial neural network (ANN) getting a good prediction accuracy (absolute error less than 1% aprox.) but limited by specific material used for concrete mixture, geometry, and radar device used.

Finally, capacitive techniques have been little studied. In 1997, AL-Qadi et al. [28] detected total chlorides in concrete samples by using a parallel plate capacitor at low radio frequencies (0.1MHz - 40.1MHz). This technique applies an alternating current and a constant voltage in a frequency range, measuring capacitive variation (complex and real permittivity). Figure 9 shows capacitive technique principle. Their results show that complex permittivity changes can be quantitatively related to chloride content at frequencies of 10MHz. Nonetheless, they emphasized that water content and aggregates composition influence capacitance behavior of concrete. Recently, embedded capacitor sensor (ECS) for monitoring corrosion in rebar has been proposed [26] for durability assessment. According to their results, this capacitor has good performance: It can measure corrosion potential in specific point, and it is robust. Despite these results, it is necessary deeper studies.

Taking into account that for EIS, GPR, and capacitive methods there are not enough information, next comparison will be focused on ISE, ER and OFS.

![Parallel plate capacitor scheme](image)

Figure 9: Parallel plate capacitor scheme

6. **Comparison among non destructive methods**

Since NDTs are based on different principles and are influenced by various parameters, the comparison among them will be based on the following performance characteristics: fabrication
process, invasiveness, precision, and robustness (Table 3). Each method measures chloride ions or chloride diffusion coefficient, and depending on the chloride threshold used by technician/owner (Section 3.2), he/she must choose between free chloride and chloride diffusion coefficient. Also, depending on that chloride threshold it could be necessary to measure other kind of parameters (e.g. pH, humidity, other ions, etc.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>ISE</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>OFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured parameter</td>
<td>Chemical activity</td>
<td>Electrical resistivity</td>
<td>Index refraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated parameter</td>
<td>Free Cl\textsuperscript{−}</td>
<td>Cl\textsuperscript{−} diffusion coefficient</td>
<td>Free Cl\textsuperscript{−}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabrication process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous knowledge</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inexpensive</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less invasiveness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ + +/−−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision - Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>− −</td>
<td>− −</td>
<td>− −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture</td>
<td>− −</td>
<td>− − −</td>
<td>− − −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ions presence</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>− −</td>
<td>− −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometrical position</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>− −</td>
<td>N.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical stability</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
<td>N.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical stability</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
<td>N.I.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*+ Somewhat good, ++ Good, + + + Quite good
** Somewhat bad, −− Bad, −−− Quite bad
***N.I. No information available

Table 3: Comparative analysis of NDT

Regarding operational differences, while ISE techniques measure chemical activity, ER assesses electrical resistivity and OFS the index refraction of the light inside the fiber. Likewise, they calculate different parameters: free chloride concentration for ISE and OFS, and chloride diffusion coefficient for ER techniques.

Fabrication process is very specific for each method. ISE are easily produced using electrochem-
ical processes that are well known, predictable and cheaper than OFS. However, ISE may require some expensive materials (Ti, Ta, Ir) for improving durability of electrodes \[14\] \[13\]. ER devices already exist in the commerce because they have been mainly used in other fields (e.g. soil studies), but some parameters need to be determined (distance between electrodes, electrodes length) to enhance and optimize measurement accuracy. The construction of a OFS system is highly technical. Even if there are commercial optical fibers, golden nanoparticles must be produced in a laboratory, and as the required laser source could be expensive

Regarding invasiveness, in general, neither of the methods (ISE, ER, OFS) affect the structural behavior because sensors are small compared with the structural size. However, for ER methods, electrodes need space inside the concrete (Figure 5c) and can touch the reinforcement (Figure 5b). In contrast, ISE and OFS do not require any structural interference. However, most of these methods are embedded, and this fact do not make them destructive techniques since they do not change the environment surrounding during measuring.

Taking into account that ISE, OFS and some ER techniques are based on embedded systems, the robustness (the degree to which a system can function correctly in the presence of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions \[116\]), precision, accuracy and limit of detection (LOD) are relevant, and also they are strongly linked. Table 4 shows accuracy and LOD for ISE and OFS; however, concentration units used for each group are different and it is not possible to compare them without knowing other experimental conditions. In this aspect, accuracy is the measurement closeness to the real value (value given in percentage); precision is the measurement reproducibility, i.e., how close are measurement values taken several times under the same conditions \[117\] with protocols as described in \[118\]; and LOD is, according to IUPAC, the ratio between sensor resolution and sensor sensitivity (value given in concentration) \[119\]. Note that combination of techniques is another opportunity to increase the detection capability \[120\] \[121\].

From the infrastructure managers’ point of view, two goals are aimed: (1) the comparison of the total chloride content to a target near the rebar and (2) the free/total chloride profile for model updating and residual service life-time prediction from inspection. When considering the first one a wide range of chloride threshold are available in the literature depending on the concrete composition, the exposure, etc. Let us consider NF EN 206-1 which suggests the limit content of 0.4% of chloride ions weight by cement weight \[122\]. An accuracy of 10% (0.04%\(\text{Cl}^-\) weight/cement weight) of this value is required for limitation of non detections and false alarms. Detailed informa-
tion about the relationship between inspection quality and maintenance is available in Sheils et al. [123]. For the second target, actual works are still in progress. The aim is to detect the maximum value of a chloride profile. For aged structures in an atmospheric zone, the maximum value in the data base of University of Nantes is 0.8%Cl−/cement weight. If ten points are required for representing the decreasing part of the profile from this maximum value to 0, the accuracy should be at least one-tenth of one interval: 0.08%Cl− weight/cement weight. From these two targets value, the target order of magnitude for the accuracy is about 10−2%Cl− weight/cement weight.

Thus, any system should be robust, precise and accurate with respect to the following aspects:

- the measurements are independent of changes in relative humidity inside the concrete;
- the measurements do not change if the sensor is subjected to temperature of pH variations or mechanical stresses (normally presented during the curing process and during structural life-time); or
- the measurements are not influenced by changes resulting of reactions with sulphates and other chemical species within concrete.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ISE [10, 12, 15]</th>
<th>ER [8, 19, 17]</th>
<th>OFS [23]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
<td>Strongly depends on temperature</td>
<td>Strongly depends on temperature, humidity, and ions presence</td>
<td>W/ nanoparticles 0.2% W/o nanoparticles 0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOD</strong></td>
<td>pH, [Cl−]**</td>
<td>N.I.</td>
<td>W/ nanoparticles 0.02wt% W/o nanoparticles 0.04wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.3, 2x10−4</td>
<td>12.9, 7x10−4</td>
<td>13.4, 2x10−3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.7, 4x10−3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*N.I. No information available

**Molality (m) = solute (moles)/solvent (kg)**

Table 4: Measurement quality standards for ISE, ER and OFS

The key aspect that influences all measurements methods (ISE, ER or OFS) is temperature [23, 20, 12, 10, 96, 16]. ER is also highly dependent on moisture content, temperature and ions presence, as Table 4 shows. ISE devices can generally resist aggressive environments, but important
parameters, such as LOD, depend on environmental pH. In addition, the reference electrode, that is essential for their optimal performance, is less resistant than the other parts of the device. On the other hand, ER (Wenner and disc techniques) do not need special care because the embedded parts are generally built in stainless steel and other parts are not permanently placed in the concrete nor exposed to environment. The OFS method requires extra protection for isolating optical fibers from water, temperature, and concrete alkalinity. Since optical fibers are placed in the concrete mix during casting they should be protected against breaking and bending. ISE is less robust concerning chemical reactions and mechanical actions.

The criteria of durability is clearly an essential component of any of these techniques. However, no reports on this aspects have been found in the literature.

7. Challenges for the development/improvement of NDT devices

On the basis of previous literature review and discussions, it is possible to identify the following challenges for future research on chloride measurement by using NDTs:

1. Independence of environmental actions: the measurements under specific conditions for temperature, moisture content, pH, and/or the presence of sulphates or $CO_2$ may produce errors that should be carefully controlled. The first challenge of NDTs is then to develop sensors that avoid or compensate environmental conditions effects.

2. Independence of geometry: the presence of rebars, corners, or electrical fields in RC structures can distort electrical or electrochemical signals, causing underestimation/overestimation of the measurements. New measurement techniques should be capable to take data from concrete structures regardless of the geometrical configuration of the structural component nor the layout of the reinforcement.

3. Multi-measurement ability: NDTs should be developed or combined with other NDTs to assess more parameters that induce errors in the measurement of chloride concentrations, this can help to better understand the interactions and therefore to obtain measures independent of specific conditions. For example, the assessment of carbonation reaction is important taking into consideration that it can produce pH fall, porosity changes, and corrosion acceleration. At the end, it is probable that this reaction interferes on NDT’s chloride concentration measurements, as well as other important parameters: sulphate presence, pH, temperature and moisture content.
4. Chemical stability, durability and maintainability: most structures are planned for lifetimes between 50 and 100 years. Thus, NDTs should be able of withstanding chemical changes inside the concrete matrix and to be operational or easily replaceable during the structural lifetime.

5. Costs: it is necessary to develop measuring methods that are not expensive in terms of costs of construction, installation and maintenance during the structural lifetime.

8. Conclusions

Chloride ingress is one of the major problems for concrete durability. Free chlorides lead corrosion processes, while bounded chlorides can be released and become free chlorides. To determine repairing times, some techniques have been developed; however, most of them are destructive and invasive. In the last 20 years, some studies have used some non-destructive an in-situ methods for developing several NDT that have shown good possibilities for measuring, controlling, or modeling chloride ingress in concretes. These methods are: Ion electrode selective, Electrical resistivity, and Optical fiber sensors.

Ion electrode selective method has been applied in concretes because it has been studied in electrochemistry for several years, the knowledge about the method is wide, and it is capable to distinguish chloride ions from other ions. Some results suggest that this method generates accurate measurements. However, geometrical position, alkalinity and temperature can change measurements. In addition, durability of reference electrode must be taken into account. Likewise, Electrical resistivity, which has been used in soil studies, is a useful method for chloride measuring. Some techniques based on this method do not need to be embedded, and they can take measurements from outside in a non-invasive way. Nevertheless, humidity degree of the concrete surface, distance to the rebar, carbonation presence, and electrical fields change measurements. In addition, prior calibration of the concrete must be done. Additionally, optical fiber sensors are the most promissory technique. They are not affected by environmental factors, geometrical distribution, ions presences or electromagnetic fields. Nevertheless, the fiber needs an extra protection to isolate it from corrosive environment and protect it during concreting.

Although other NDTs have been proposed such as electrochemical impedances spectroscopy, grounding penetrating radar and capacitive methods, until now, there is not enough results about their performance, accuracy, robustness, chemical stability, etc.
Owners and managers are waiting for cheap and reliable NDT measurements for corrosion initiation risk assessment and maintenance optimization, especially for preventive maintenance. In concrete structures, corrosion processes not only depend on chloride presence but also on other conditions (e.g. humidity, temperature, pH, carbonation, etc.) that also influence the reliability of NDT measurements. Consequently, research efforts should focus on the improvement of the accuracy of these NDTs under in-field exposure conditions.
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